
2 players / 10 minutes / ages 10+

Welcome to Gemlandia, a land whose culture, economy, and social structure 
revolve around gems. You and your opponent are Gem Blenders -- gifted 
individuals who have the special ability to combine the energies of gems to use 
powerful transformations called blends. Face off against each other in an 
exciting test of strategy, wit, and power. 

GETTING STARTED

► Components: 2 Player Cards, 7 Blend Cards, 18 Gem Markers

► Each player receives a Player Card. Use this card and Gem Markers to     
     keep track of collected gems and hit points (HP). Each player begins the       
     game with no gems and 10 HP. 

► Shuffle the 7 Blend Cards and put them facedown in a pile. Reveal the top 4  
     cards of the deck in a line so both players can read them clearly. These      
     faceup blends make up the Blend Pool. 

► Use rock-paper-scissors to decide which player selects the starting order.  
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Gem Collection: Keep 
track of the gems you 
have collected.

Hit Point Tracker: 
Keep track of your HP.  

Use the “ALL GEMS” 
slot to indicate you 
have every gem. 
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PLAYING THE GAME

There is no set number of rounds in any game. Continue playing rounds until a 
player’s HP drops to 0. All rounds are played according to the following format: 

 

  

A: 1  D: 3
Swap Pollination: At the end of this round, 
you may change the type of 1 gem in your 
collection.  

As it flies across fields, trails of flowers are left in its 
wake.
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1. First player declares “start round.”

6. Discard all blend cards used during the  
    round.  

7. First player becomes second player, and  
    second player becomes first player. Start  
    a new round. 

2. First player decides to either collect 1 gem  
    or use 1 blend from the blend pool. 

3. Second player does the same.

► Players may only have 1 gem of each type  
     in their collection. 

► To use a blend from the blend pool, a  
     player must have the required gems listed  
     on the blend card at the start of the round.  
     When using a blend, place in front of       
     player card. 

► Whenever a blend is used from the blend  
     pool, immediately replace it with a new  
     blend from the facedown pile. If there are  
     no more blends, shuffle the blend discard,  
     put it facedown, and draw from there. 
   

4. First player may attack second player.

5. Second player may attack first player. 

► The “A” (attack) and “D” (defense) values  
     on blend cards are used in damage      
     calculations. If a player is not using a  
     blend during the round, treat their attack  
     and defense as 0.

► The difference between an attacking      
     player’s attack and defending player’s  
     defense is dealt to the defending player’s  
     HP. If a defending player’s defense is  
     higher than an attack, no damage is taken.  
     If a player’s HP drops to 0, that player  
     loses the game immediately.        

Blend Name

Required Gems

Defense

Attack

Blend Effect

Flavor Text

BLEND CARD

Want more Gem Blenders? 

Check out www.gemblenders.com to 
explore the Gem Blenders Trading 
Card Game and the rest of Gemlandia.  
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